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This manual prp;1ents the salient features of thermoelectl'ic 
generator design and aHalysis from the viewpoint of heat and charge 
transport. To this end, it contains a ~sic description of the thermo-
~ lectric phenomenon as well as the propel'ties of i~portant materials 
used for energy conversion. Chapters I, II. and III illustrate the 
fundamentals of thermoelectric effects, the characteristics of materials 
yielding these effects and their pertinence to practical generator d~sign. 
The properties of materials used in current space and terrestrial 
generators and parametric performance characteristic of these 
m~terials working as thermoeleC'tric couples are given in Chapters IV 
and V. Finally. use of the parametric char~cteristics is expla .. ned by 
means of conceptual design calcul ... aons given in Chapter VI. 
At this point it is at>propriate to mention that the scope of this 
manual does not include chemical and structural charact'!ristics of 
materials and !%lterfaces vital to generator design. Indee~. these sub-
jects represent formidable ~. iallenge to the designer and even at prt:sent 
much is left to the art of fabrication rathe~' than to quantitative formu-






















The Thermodynamics of Thermoelectl'icity 
Many texts begin the discussion of thermoelectricity from the 
historical viewpoint of discovery by Seebeck, Peltier, and Thomson 
continuing through the Kelvin relationships. A second approach is to 
discuss thermoelectricity through direct particle now and the rn1.O-
dyraamic considerations. Since these approaches are well-treated 
in the literature, this report will present a modified explanation, one 
that is believed of more immediate appreciation by the designer of 
practical devices. 
The fun;Jamental property of thermoelectrici'i.t is the Seebeck 
coefficient, popularly labeled "a", which characterizes the voltage 
produced across a material experiencing a temper~ture gradient and 
no electrical current now. Specifically, the open-circuit voltage, Eo 
is given by: 
a(T) dT (Eq. 1-1) 
where the integral is evaluated over the temperature range experienced. 
Note that the temperature distribution through the material has no effect 
on E , only the temperatures at the two points between which the potential 
o . 
difference is defined affect the value of E . In general, a is a strong function 
o 
of temperature, so that precise !ntegration of a(T) is necessary. 
The other important fact of thermoelectric phenomena is that the 
heat transport by normal conduction and the energy transport by electric 
current now may be considered independent. Thus, the thermal and 
. electric processes may be added simply with no interaction other than that 
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caused by temp?ratnre distriblltiolllltel';Lliull. This enables separation 
of the electric phenomena as: 
2 P = E I - I H. 
out 0 1 (Eq. 1-2) 
where P t is the electric power aV;1.i]: .. Lle, E is the generated voltage 
ou 0 
(open-circuit or Seebeck), R. is the geJler:l.LOr internal resistance and I, 
1 
the elvctric current. 
Now let us examine the first t('rm on the right, E 1. As stated, 
T T 0 
2 2 above, 
Eo = S a(T) dT and therefor':: EoI = IS a(T) dT. If 
Tl Tl 
the integral is evaluated by parts, 
(Eq. 1-3) 
Equation (1-3) is more than simply a mathematical expression, The 
terms on the right hand side have a definite physical significant and 
correspond to real thermal effects. The first term, I a(T 2) T 2' 
represents the total electrical ;nduced energy flux into the material 
, 
at position 2 corresponding to T 2' The second term, I a(Tl ) T l' 
represents the total electrical induced energy nux leaving the material 
at position 1 corresponding to T l' These terms are identified in the 
literature as the Pelti~,r heat terms in honor of their discoverer. The 
remaining term, I ~ 2 T da , Is likewise readlly related to the 
1 
effect discovered thermodynamically and verified experimentally, the 
Thomson heat, It m "ty be added that it if; more common to see this term 
as 1ST d'f where T :;: T dO'l dT (Thomson coefficient), It is apparent 




















that "Thomson heating" occurs whenever th(~ Sl.;-.:ll(~(' k coefficient varies 
with temperature. In practice, this is the ca::(' ill all thermoelectric 
materials. 
As stated above, linear superpositioJl .tjlplics lo the ther mal and 
electric processes so that in order to obtain the totul heat supplied, the 
conduction heat, q = kA dT I dX. at the surface (hot junction) is added to 
the Peltier heat. 
(Eq. 1-4) 
at T 1 position 
Of COlJISe, to evaluate the conduction heat, the temperature gradient must 
be known, and this must be calculated by cOllsidering all heat transport 
effects (i. e., conduction, Joule heating, and Thompson heating). Thus, 
all thermoelectric design and analysis is based upon evaluation of the 
differential equation for temperature distributiOIJ: 
d (kA~) + 12 .p + .,.1 dT = 0 dX A dX (Eq. 1-5) 
where: X = length variable \ 
k = thermal conductivity 
A = cross-sectional area 
T = absolute temperature 
I = current 
p = resistivity 
T = Thomson coefficient 
Methods of evaluating this equation, and the significance of the terms will 
be presented in detail in Chapter III. 
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The preceding di::,;cus~3ion irnplie-:; Lil,lt lIlC~ ;:;jr,nificant properUcs 
affecting conversion efficiency are the Sel~l)cel, c(}cfficient, thermal 
conductivity, and electrical resistivity. FroJn thc ekctrical energy 
balance (Eq. 1-2), it is apparent that a largt! Seebcck coefficient and 
small electrical resistance yield high powcr output. Inclusion of the 
conductior. heat in the total heat input suggests that low thermal conduc-
tivity yields the highest efficiency. These quantities arc comhined in 
t':1e figure of merit defined as: Z = 0'2/pk . Good thermoelectric materials 
have large o' and low p and low k values throughout the operating tempera-
ture range, and hence exhibit high values of Z. 
A quantitative measure of the significance of Z is commonly demon-
strated by a simplified thermoelectric design process. The details will 
be presented in Chapter III, and it will be stated simply here that an ap-
proximation of conversion efficiency is: 
r) = 
where: 
m (Eq. 1-6) 
AT = temperature difference across thermoelectric material 
TH = hot junction temperature (absolute) 
m = optimum load ratio = RL opt. 
-
R 
Z = figure of merit evaluated assuming a, p, and k are 
independent of temperature 
Since the optimum load ratio is nearly unity (that is, less than 2), sub-
stituting m = 1 yields: 




















Now if we are interested in demollstl'aUll~~ the luwer limit 
performance, that is where ZTII is small COJl)p:ll'ed to unity, this 
expression may be simplified to: 
[ Z:H] (Eq. 1-8) 
The quantity ~T /Tn referred to as the Carnot effideucy, may be 
considered of order unity (at least between O. 2 G and O. 75 for practical 
materials consideration). Thus, ZTH /4 repre~3ents the order of 
thermoelectric efficiency, and it is apparent that if efficiency is to be 
of order 10%, ZT H must be at least of order 0.5, Considering prac-
tical temperatures, TH may he between 700 and 14000K and thus Z 
must have a magnitude of order 1O-3/oK to yield significant conversion 
efficiency. The next chapter will present the t: e of materials having 
such figure of merits as to be worthwhile producers of electrical 
power. 
One final introductory note is appropriate here, and, that is, 
both negative and positive polarity thermoelectric materials exist. 
That is, some materials yield a voltage gradient in the direction of the 
temperature gradient (p material) while others exhibit the negative 
effect (n material). The advantage of such characteristics is obvious 






















Until quite recently the lead tellurides were lIsed almost 
exclusively for thermoelectric power generatiCll' p3I'li('ul<U'ly in 
Radioisotope Thermoelectric Generators (RTGll:». This was so 
for two reasons: 1) there was no Buitab1e substitute for the lead 
tellurides, p or n, and 2) the unavailability of a ratiioh;utopic ht~at 
source that could safely increase the hot junctiOlI temperature over 
the optimum requirement for lead tellurides, about GOO"C. For 
these reason:: the leaa tellurides will be di~clls:;cd fit'st. 
Lead ~elluride haa a face centered cubic crystalline struc-
ture with a melting point of 922°C. The stoichiometric compound 
contains 38.113 weight percent tellurium. Stoichiometric excesses 
of Ph or Te in the order of a few hundredths of olle percent induce 
n-type or p-type electrical properties, respectively, and also im-
prove some of the mechanical properties. The carrier concentrations 
induced by the slight excesses of Pb or Te are about 3 x 10 17 Icc. An 
analysis of the parameters which make up the figure of merit shows that 
the optimum n-type and p-type charge carrier concp.ntration is in the 
range of 1018/cc . Small additions of certair foreign compounds which 
have specific cationic or anionic species can be used to adjust the charge 
carrier concentration to at least one magnitude beyond the desired level. 
Thus PhIl in minute concentrations is used to adjust the charge carrier 
concentrations in n-type Pbrl...l thermoelectric materials and Na 2 Te in 
minute concentrations is used to adjust the charge can ter concentration 
in p-type PbTe thermoelectric materials. The materials PbI2 and 
!NSD-7089-l 
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Na 2Te, and other materials that pl'()duc(~ llllalogoliH effects, are 
commonly referred to as "opants. The figure of merit maxima 
can be varied with temperature as a fUllction of the dopant con-
centration. 
A typical composition for an n-type PIJTe thermoelectric 
material is 37.95 weight percent tellurium, G2. 05 weight percent 
lead and about O. 1 mol percent PbI2. 1\ typical composition for 
a p-type PbTe contains 38.3 weight percent tellurium, 61. 70 
weight percent lead and about 1.0 atondc percent sodium. Most 
of the lead telluride thermoelectric materials used for power 
generation are compositions patented by 31\1 Company, including 
those just discussed. 
Most thermoelectric materials are eAire .lely sensitive to 
environmental impurities. This is true particularly of the lead 
tellurides. Careful attention must be given to the extr:neous materials 
which are permitted to contact lead tellurides at almost any tempera-
ture above ambient. Subtle or in extreme cases gross effects can 
occur rapidly. 
, Alternate patented and/or proprietary lead telluride compositions 
are available from 3M Company. One is an n-type material which is 
more heavily doped with iodine which is applicable to somewhat higher 
hot junction temperatures. A sodium doped p-type lead telluride con" 
tammg a Slgrllflcant tin concentration along with dome manganese is simi-
larly applicable at higher hot junction temperatures. 
Other alternative materia 1s both n- type and p-type are available. 
























also iodine-doped n-type lead telluride-germanium telluride alloys, 
alld sodium doped p-type lead tellurIde-lead selenide alloys. Materials 
discussed in this paragraph are just becoming availa.ble for liRe. 
Within the last few years a new p-type material has become 
available. This material is a pseudo-binary alloy containing germanium, 
tellurium, silver and antimony. It has a mixed face-centered-cubic and 
rhombohedral structure with a liquidus of 6H6°C. The thermoelectric 
properties arise from its defect structure. This material, known by 
the acronym TAGS cannot he doped by comrnon thermoelectric dopants, 
even at extreme relative concentrations. 
Undoped stoichiometric tin telluride is lIsed il. conjunction with 
'f AGS as a thermal barrier. In order to take full advantage of the 
somewhat higher temperature capability of n elements of lead telluride, 
a compatible p-type material must be provided between the hot junction 
and the TAGS eleme nt. SnTe serves this purpose. It is not a particularly 
good thermoelectric material when compared with TAGS or the lead 
telluride!:. but it does orovide a thermal barrier and compatible physical 
properties. 
A safe radioisotopic heat source of much higher temperature 
capability will enable the thermoelectric conversion industry to make 
use of the nand p-type silicon germanium alloys. These alloys possess 
extreme stability in both air and v~cuum even at their very high operating 
temperatures, as high as 1000°C. The basic alloy is generally composed 




may be varicd somewhat. This if! the b:l sit' COlllposition for both p 
and n type Si(ie alloys and was c\)(ISl:ll !Il~('" Il;,P it il::i the alloy of lowest 
thermal conductivity. Thc alloy pO~j;-)L'~ fief! about 10 14 char.ge carriers 
per cubic centimeter at room temp<'t':.l.1ure, and therefore dopants must 
be added to obtain peak figures of merit.. Groups III-A and V-A elements, 
which closely resemble silicon and gerlilallium, Group IV-A elements, 
in both size and electronic structure, are used as dopants. The elemcnts 
of Group III-A possess one fewer valcnce ch'ctron than silicon and 
germanium, whereas the elements of GroujI V-A possess one more 
valence electron. The difference ill the llumuer of valence electrons 
of the dopant elements cause their clectrical activity in SiGe alloys. 
Doping with Group I II- A elements (eh~ctron- acceptors) yield p-type alloys, 
whereas Group V-A dopants (electron donors) yield n-type alloys. Because 
of favorable solid solubilities in the range of service temperature, boron 
is the commonly used p-type dopant <Llld phosphorus is the commonly used 
n-type dopant. The dopant concentrations are again quite low but are 
somewhat higher than the concentrations of PbTe dopants. 
Of importance equal to the ther moelectric materials themselves is 
the technology of contacting. The requirement for material compatibility 
is obvious. Generally, the best electrkal a.nd thermal conductol's are not 
useable because of incompatibil ity for v"'-rions reasons. Iron is suitable 
for contacting all but one of the le~d tclluride formulations. The lead 
tellurides are always bonded to the cold end contact and mayor may not be 
bonded to the hot end contact. Geller-ally. the thermoelectric elements and 
contacts are statically loaded lOllgitudinally to the elements to provide or 
maintain good electrical and thermal ('ontact, Refractory metals, for e:<aml"e 
tungsten, are commonly used as ~(Jlltadillg materials for Si-Ge. Si-Ge 
thermoelectrics are generally hOllded. The materials and processes for 
bonding are classified, therefor',' \\ ill lIot be discussed. 





















Thermoelectric Design Theory 
The design of thermoelectric conversion de" ices entails the 
combination of suitable materials to create efficiellt thcr mal and 
electrical transport characteristics. Although the tl'eatment in 
Chapter 1 only indicated the existence of voltage polarity and the use 
of nand p materials, it will be shown below that the proper geometric 
pairing of n ar.~ p "legs" is essential to efiicient conversion. 
The basic design process is iterative solution of Eqs. 1-2 
through 1- 5 with length, area~ current, output voltage and boundary 
conditions (temperature and/or heat nux) as paramctt..'rs. In addition, 
thermal and electrical contact resistance at material interfaces are 
considered. The figures presented in Chapt€r V typify iteration results 
of such analyses. In practice, sophisticated cumputer programs, such 
as that described in Ref. 5, are used to select design pointR consistent 
with the establishment of ground rules such as element length (a struc-
tural/electrical constraint), output vo~tage (a power conditioning :..on-
straint), and boundary condition (heat source and heat sink constraints). 
Howe',1~r in order to provide a quantitative "feel" of the important design 
quantities, an approximate manualvrocedure is given below. It is im-
portant to note however, that the use of this simplified approach to the 
"sizing" of thermoelectric elements and calculation of efficiency is not 
recommended since this manual enables more precise evaluation by means 
of the parametric results of Chapter V. 
Constant temperature boundary conditions 8.re used at the hot and 
cold junctions because the analytical results are simple. This is a Ret 
of valid boundary conditions f"r p.n RTG which has a thermal control 
mSD-7089-1 
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mechanism which maintains constant jUlld i011 tC'mp(·ral11t'es. llowevcl', 
most HTG' s are closer to a constant heat flll~ dcv ice ra.ther than a 
constant temperature device. For a typka I ItTC, lilt: hot junction tempcra-
ture increases as the external load resistancc is incl'cased. The increas-
ing hoi junction temperature causes a shift in thc optimum load resi8tance 
to higher load resistance than the constant temperature device as w ill be 
discussed later. 
The accompanying sketch shows nand p clement legs forming the 
basic thermoelectric couple. For the purpose of simplified treatment, 
no contact resistances \"ill be used and thermoelectric properties will be 
assumed constant, independent of temperature. Also, the areas of each 
element will be constar.t throughout the elC'ments which are of equal length. 
T 
Hot junction T H 
L p n 
1 - + Cold jundion T C 
Since the Seebeck coefficient is independent of temperature (by assumption). 
Thomson heating is absent and Eq. 1-5 becomes for each element. 
2 






















The solution of this simple linear differential cqll;.ti()tl i:;: 
(T 4 T ) 2 
T(X) = T - II C X + I p X (1.- '\) (Eq. III-2) 
11 L 2KA2 
for the boundary conditions: 
T = Tn at X = 0 
T = TC at X = L 
Thus the heat nux into each element given by Eq. }-·1 is: 
+ laTn (Eq. III-3) 
By defining an overall conductance and resistance of the couple as: 
and aT = a +l'cr I 
n PI 
the heat input becomes: 
From Eq. 1-2 the output power is: 





(Eq. 111- 6) 
(Eq. III-7) 
.'--
Hence the efficiency is: 
n = 
p 
aT T H + KAT - IR 
I 2 
Now the current is defined in Eq. 11l-7 as: 
I = 
and by insertion into Eq. 1II-8 with m = RL/R : 
l} = m 
1 + m - 6T + (1 + m)2 RK 
2 
2TH aT TH 
Note that this is (Eq. 1-6) with Z = a 2 /RK. 
(Eq. 111- G) 
(Eq. IlI-9) 
(Eq. III-I0) 
Since maximum thermoelectric efficiency is normally a design 
goal, the parameters which yield maximum efficiency are of interest. 
This is most easily done by the followi.1'lg steps. First, maximize with 
respect to m with all other, .J,riables constant. This will indicat e the load 
resistance ( or m) which yields maximum thermoelectric efficiency. The 







- m r + 2(1+m)RK-J' 
a 2 TH 
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aT t.T \ 

























Thh, exprcssion is then substituted into Eq. III-l (I tu U\lt:L ill thermo-
electric efficiency. For practical materials, the optimum m for 
maximum efficiency is approximately 1. 2 for the a:,~;lltncd constant 
hot and cold j l ll1ction temperatures. This compan.~s to the peak power 
output at m = 1 (matched load and internal resistancc). 
As discussed earlier, most RTG' s are nearer constant heat 
flux devices which result in higher m' s for peak efficiency and hence 
peak power. Typical values of optimum m for constant heat flux 
devices are 1. 5~ 1. 6. In a practical RTG the parasitic heat losses 
increase (hence heat flux to the thermoelectric materials decreases) 
as the load resistance is increased. Therefore typical constant thermal 
inventory RTG' s predictably have lower value of optimum m (1. 4 ~ 1. 5) 
than theoretical constant heat flux devices. 
Further maximizing of the thermoelectric efficiency (Eq. Ill-IO) 
for constant hot and cold junction temperature can be accomplished by 
minimizing the denominator of that expression. For constant temperatures, 
the only variable in the denominator is the RK product and hence this term 
must be minimized. Rand K are defined in (Eq. III-4) and (Eq. III-5) 
as functions of material properties and the shape factor (L /A) of each 





The RK product becomes: 
Kp 
RK = K p + n p + K p S + K P 





Minimizing RK with respect to S, one obtains: 
~(P S = n p opt ~ K p 







Now when the length of both elements was aSf:sumcd the same, the 






To complete the design, the nuni> er of couples and the diameter 
of the couples are obtained from output voltage and power requirements. 
The voltage output per couple is obtained by multip~ying the load resistance 
times the current expressed in Eq. III-9. Substituting m into that equation 
yields the following expression for the voltage per couple: 
maT~T 
V couple = lR = L 1+ m (Eq. III-17) 
The number of couples in a straight series electrical circuit can be deter-
mined by dividing the specified RTG voltage by Eq. 1II-17, The total 
number of couples in the RTG is then obtained by multiplying the number 
of parallel circuits times the number of series couples, The RTG power 
output is obtained by multiplying the power produced per couple times the 
number of couples in the RTG as shown in Eq. IIl-17. 
where: 
PRTG = NIVcouple 1+ m 
P RTG = specified RTG power watts(e) 


























The simultaneous solution of Eqs. III-1B, III-U, IIl-12 and 1II-14 yields 
the internal resiDtance which will satisfy the power and voltage require-
ments. By substituting the optimum shape factor from Eq. III -15 and 
the internal resistance into Eq. III-5, the shape factors for each element 
are obtained. Selection of an element length leads directly to element 
cross sections which completes the thermoelectric design. 
Simila:' approximations wi th averaged properties have been devised 
for elements of varying area or segmented by layering of materials with 
different properties. However, as stated above, modern computational 
techniques obviate the necessity for such approximations and inexpensive, 
accurate results may be readily obtained through the use of large digital 
computers. 






















Thermoelectric Material Property f)a ta 
As established earlier in this manual the Inaterial propeL"ties 
which are significant to thermoelectric design are the Seebeck 
coefficient (a), the electrical resistivity (p), and the thermal con-
ductivity (K). Also of interest for an indi~ation of performance is 
the figure of merit (z) of the material. The sigllificance and definition 
of this performance parameter was discussed in Chapter I. Table IV-I 
lists the most common thermoelectric material~ which are of importance 
to RTG designers. Also included in Table IV-I is the Isotopes identi-
fication code and the manufacturer of each material. As shown in 
Table IV-I, several sets of property data exist for a numL.~r of the 
materials. Multiple 3ets of property data are presented where available 
because an RTG designer may encounter thermoelectric studies utilizing 
anyone or all of the sets of property data. In reviewing the literature 
or previous programs, each set of data may prove useful. Tables IV-3 
through IV -16 present English units of Seebeck coefficient, electrical 
resistivity, thermal conductivity, and figure of merit as a function of 
temperature for the materials listed in Table IV -I. Tables IV -17 
through IV-31 present the same data in metric units. 
Figure Iv -1 and IV - 2 present the figure of mer it of each set of 




List of Important Thermoelectric Materials 
Table Number 
Isotopes' Type for 
Element Identification Manufacturer Element Pr2,EertI Data Remarks 
2N TEDN-OO-30 3M N IV-2 ~ IV-17 Data supplied by 3M in 1964. 
PbTe This data correlated the Phase II 
SN AP 19 generator performance. 
TEDN-OO-34 3M N IV-3 &t IV-18 Isotopes based data supplied by 
3M in 1965 for a and p. k is the 
same as TEDN-OO-30 data. 
TEDN-OO-35 3M N IV-4 &r IV-19 Isotopes based data supplied by 
sa 3M in 1965 for a. p and k are the 
til same as TEDN-OO-30 data. This 
0 data correlated the SNAP 29 and 
_I 
<:-l the 2N TAGS/SnTe SNAP 19 
10 generators. NC):) 
co 
1 
.- 3N TEDN-OO-51 3M N IV-5 &t IV-20 Data supplied by 3M iIi 1965. 
PbTe 
TEDN-OO-52 3M N IV-6 &t IV-21 Data obtained from Sandia 
personnel and forwarded to 
Isotopes personnel in 1968. 
2P TEDP-OO-4G 3M P IV-7 &r IV-22 Data supplied by 3l\I in 1964. This 
PbTe data correlated the Phase II 
SNAP 19 generator performance. 
TEDP-00-44 3M P IV-8 &r IV-23 Isotopes based data supplied by 
3M in 1965 for a and p. k is the 
same as TEDP- 00- 40 data. 
3P TEDP-00-59 3M P IV-9 &r IV-24 a data supplied by 3M in 1966; p 
PbSnTe and k data supplied by 3M in 1964. 
















































IV-10 8r IV-25 a and p data is equal to the 
TEDP-OO-59 data. k data was 
measured on SNAP 11 elements 
(1966) and correlated SNAP 19 
SIN 20. 
IV-ll & IV-26 Data obtained from Sandia 
personnel and forwarded to 
Isotopes personnel in 1968. 
IV-12 & IV-27 Average Isotopes research data. 
This data correlated the 2N-TAGS/ 
SnTe SNAP 19 generator. 
IV-13 8r IV-28 Isotopes measured in 1966. This 
data used in correlating the 2:\-
TAGS ISnTe SNAP 19 generator. 
IV-14 8r IV-29 Data supplied by RCA in 1965. 
IV-15 & IV-30 Same as TEDN-O()'23 data, but a 
and p are increased to correspond 
to expected change after 5 years. 
IV-16 & IV-31 Data supplied by RCA in 1965. 
Table IV - 2 
THE:KMUElECTRIC PROpcKTY. DATA FilE 
MAJE~IAL PBTE 
I SOTUPE: S 10ENTlF (CATJ Cr-. fEON-OO-30 
N TYPE MATERIAL "ANUFA'TUR~~ BY jM t MFR. CODE NO. 2N. COLO PRESSED AND SINT~RED. 
PROPERTY DATA MEASURED 6Y 3~. SEPTEM8ER 19b~. 





























































































NaI'E: 'l'he data is presented in ~'.bbreviated exponential form, 













































THE R MOE L E C T RIC 
Table IV-3 
PROPeRTY OATA FILE 
MATERIAL PBTE 
lSUTOPES IUENTIFICATIUN TEON-0~34 
N TYPE MATERIAL MANUFACTURED BY 3M, ~FR. COOt N~. 2N. COLD PRESSED AND SlNTERED. 
SEE~tCK CUE~FICIENT AND RtSISTIVITY ~eASURED BY 3M, OCTOBER 1965. THERMAL 
CONDUC TlVlTY MEASURED BY 3M, SEPTEMBER 1964. 
ENGl. I SH UN ITS 
THERMAL 
SEEBECK E:t.ECTRICAL CONllUC T IV ITY FIGURE 
TEMPERATURE COEFFICIENT RESISTIl/,lTY BTUI OF rUR IT 
DEG f VOLT/DEG f tlHM-1 N FT -HR- DEli F l/OEG F 
50. -. SOS09E-04 0.19828E-Ol 0.16419E 01 0.8l982E-03 
100. -.85S00E-04 0.24000E-03 0.15100E 01 O.IZ541E-Ol 
150. - .904JOE-04 0.29391E-03 0.13854E 01 0.82184E-Ol 
200. - • 956 OOE- Olt 0.16000E-03 0.12700E Jl 0.11799E-03 
2 so. - .101~3E-Ol O.~1500E-0] 0.l1bb9E 01 0.82614E-03 
300. - .107l;E-Ol O. i2000E-03 O.10750E 01 O.84201E-03 
350. - .113191::-03 O.8206ZE-03 O .. 99250E 00 0.85109E-03 
400. - .1192 OE-O] 0.11500E-OJ 0.92000E 00 O.859S1E-03 
450. - .. 12519E-Ol 0.868151::-0] 0.85937E 00 0.85906E-03 
500. - .1.H 20E-O} 0.10ZOOE-02 O.SlOOOE 00 o .85255E- 03 
,50. - .13645E-0] 0.l'l888E-02 0.76SUE 00 0.83437E-03 
bOO. - .14120E-0] O.I.3750E-02 0.13501E 00 0.80716E-03 
b50. -.14450E-03 0.15500E-02 0.71500E 00 0.77096E-0] 
700. -.14700E-Ol o. l:1250E-Ol O.o9501E 00 0.73'156E-03 
750. - .14800E-03 0.18900E-02 O.b9001E 00 0.b8730E-03 
800. -.l4800E-03 O.20400E-02 O.70000E 00 0.b27617E-03 
850. - .1462 5E- 03 0.21700E-02 0.73500E 00 O.54876E-03 
900. - .14390E-Ol O.22S99E-02 O.17'198E 00 0.480b8E-(}J 
950. -.13975E-Ol 0.23Z50E-02 0.83501E 00 O.'H lbSE-03 




THE R MOE lEe T RIC P ~ 0 PER T Y DATA fiLE 
MATt:~IAl PBTE 
ISOTOPE S IDENTIf ItAT leN TEDN-Oo-15 
N TYPE MATERIAL MANLFACTURED BY 3M. 2N PROPERTY DATA RECOMMENDED 8Y ISOTOPES. 
AUGUST \969. COLD PRESSED AND SINTERED. 'EEBEC~ COEFFICIENT MEASURED BV 3", 

























COEFf LC I E NT 














































































































THE ~ ~ ) t LEe T R t c PRO PER T Y nAT A F I l E 
MATERIAL P8lF 
ISOTOPES IDENTIFICATION TEON-~O-51 
~ TY~E ~ATER1Al MANUfACTURED BY 3M! MFR. COOE NO. IN. 
PRJ~ERTY DATA MEASUREO Z4 SEPtEMBER 1965. 
































- • 71 75 OF - 04 
-.1bI)OOE-04 




- • 10) .HE - 0) 
- .10950E-0) 




- .1 2480E- 03 
-.17.500E-03 
- • 1 2 4 2 OE - 03 
- .12249E-03 




E LEe TRI CAL 

















































































THE RHO E L E C T RIC P~OPERTY DATA FILE 
MA JERI At. paTe 
ISOTOPES IDENTIFICATION tEDN-00-52 
N TYPE MATERIAL NANUFAtTURED BY 3M. MFR. CODE NO. IN. 


























PROPERTY DATA SUPPLIED 8r SANOLAI 29 JULY 1968. 



















- .12 5aOE-0] 
- .lZ8l2E-0] 
- .1291 )F.-03 
-.130l1E-O; 
- .129 t"fE-03 
-.42680E-03 
- .122lt5E-03 




































































































THE R MOE l E C T RIC P~OPERTV OAT A F I l E 
MATERIAL PBTE 
I SIHOPt: s lOENTtF ICAH Gf-l TEDP-00'-40 
P TYP~ MATERIAL ~AN~FAtTUREO BY 3M, MFR. CODE NO. 2P. 
EN(;llSH UNUS 






















NA DOPED - CUlO P.RE~SED ANO SINTcREO. 
PRUPERTV DATA MEAS~REO BY }M~ SEPTEMBER 1964. 
5EE8ECK 
COHF IC IE NT 







































































OF MER IT 
1/0EG f 





















THE R MOE l E C T RIC PRO PER r Y OATA fILE 
MATERIAl. PBTE 
ISOTOPES LDENTIF1CATLON TEDP-00-44 
P TYPE MATERIAL MANUFACTURED BY 3M, MFA. CODE NO. 2P. COLD PRESSED AND SlNTERED. 
SEEBECK COEFfiCIENT AND RESISTIVITY MEASYREO BY 3M, OCToBE~ 1965. THERMAl 
CONDUCTIVITY MEASURED BY 3M, SEPTEMBiR 196~. 






















































0 •• 2500E-03 
0.12'687E-03 








































OF MER IT 
l/DEG F 


































~P(JfJfl·TV F [ I. r 
I': .U f R I.'\l. ":I P 
r S I I T I J P t: S 1) F'! T IF-I (. A TI (,~.1 TE f \ P - C' () -., ,~ 
;J1\S'lTF, r' TYI-'~'>1"TFi{l/IL Mt\NLJFACTd~f~~Y j:'1, "fR. Cunf- HI. W. 
SFE~:::::< C:lEFF[UFNT I"FASU~f.n KY 31A, JA~jU"RY lC)~'':l. 
~ESISTlVITY !\'In TW:~~AL Cr:~J')JJ(TIVIT"Y 'v1 r ASIJPJ::') dY H1, llf-rFrv,F\EP 11'd. 
'=NGlISf-i U~JlTS 






















crJ H Fie I HI T 
V:]L T /'1E r, F 
0.433()()f:-04 
~. 'i18!)f);:-04 
').5 71i)]r::- ()4 
O.6121()F-04 










f) • 17 1 2 OF -13 
O.lZ4!)ilF-O~ 
f). 17 '> q OE - 0 i 
'1.lZ6bf)F-O~ 




nH~- J ~ 
1).46 BCO': -0 '3 




~. 72 500F-O 1 
n.7A317F.:-C'1 
o.~"f'lrOF.-C3 
O. 91 Otd~-01 
C.9RO(lf:-C3 
O.l,)l-,co=-n? 
'1. 11450F -02 
'). 12 1eo,= _rp 
o. 13 1 cor - 02 
O.11YOOI.:-OZ 
n. 14 700f-02 
]. 15'tf.;I)F-f)? 
O.If,IPOr;-C/ 
'1.11-,659t- n ? 




C r; 'HHJ C T I V I H FF,JH 
PTUI JF '~n IT 
FT -fIR - ')F G r I/'1fG F 
~). 1 7 ., 01 F 11 ').1 jl1 "·r:-(n 
O.ll')?!)!: Cl ().1~4')rt=-i'3 
~. 1":~7(JE ~l ('\.22r;lIE-r'j 
u. '1g4qr~F "':' " .:'4925F-:l3 
I). '17 't 71) F: CJ0 o.n'J49,=-n3 
c. %')(,OF n~ ().~~'n4F-()3 
O.cHJlI2F 11 1.31Z1lF-n3 
f'. 74? nOE "", r) • 't 5 2 4 7r - 0 3 
n.70175r- 1') 1. 'i PIC)7f- n 3 
().662()1;:: r.l ').'l:jl'l?r-Ol 
r. "d:)oor 1:: ').64fll't!--rl 
1).·dOOl~ (11 o • 'I q ~ 1 f, F - 0 '3 
~.'iq~('IF )J 1. 70nf,f:-r,~ 
0.5'110')F r'I" '." .1 Q. 7?84q[-~j" 
r • ~ c' 3 C oj F ') 1 ('1.11 71'ir-':'·" 
i). 621C)9t: C'. C'.A711g[--03 
rJ.6·,41)1;:: :n ').II~hl?r-Clj 
0. 12 ~)r)E ~') J.'i6~'lRr-cq 
').7P-O,llF ~') Cl.4':1'594E:-"3 
(1 •. :n"f")()r 11 ') • 't '.~ ? " ~ r -1 3 
Table IV-IO 
THE R MOE LEe T RIC PRO PER T Y DATA fILE 
MA TEA·' A&. 3P 
ISOTOPE S I.OENT IF-ICAT tON TEOP-00'-60 
SEEBECK c~~~~I~IE~TT~~~s~:l~R&~L3=AIN~~tl~eE~9:l.)~ls~~~iv~~~EM~~su~~i BY 3M, 
DEC. 1963. THER MAL CONDue TI VI rv ME SUREO ON SNAP 11 ELEMENT.S BY MART IN JU'. 'f 1966 
























COEFF LC I E NT 
































































































THE R M U E LEe T Hie P R G P ~ R T Y D A T A F 1 L E 
MA TE ~l At )P 
ISUTOPtS IDENTIFICATION TEOP-OO-bj 
PBSNTE. P TYPE MATERIAL MANUfACTURED BY j~. MFR. CODE NO. 3P. 


























PROPERTY DATA SUPPLIEO BY SANDIA, JULY 196~, 
AS MEAS~RtO BY 3M, DECEMBER 1907. 
SE E BEC K 
C llE F F I C 1 E NT 





















O. 131l0E- OJ 
0.12tH5E-03 
0.12555E-03 
E lEC TfUCAL 
RE Sol STIli IT V 
OHM-IN 
O. ) 112 0 E -0 3 






0.12 UlE-O 3 
0.19120E-03 











































F IGUR E 


























1 H ~ R M U E LtC T RIC PRO PER T Y DATA FILE 
MATeRIAL TAGS 
ISOTOPE S WENT IF ICAT leN H:DP-00-I0A 
TAGS P TYPE MATERIAL MANYFACTURED 8Y ISOTUPES. 
PROPERTY DATA MEASURED SY MARTIN. 19bb. 




















CaEFF IC I E:NT 
\lOl T IOEG F 
O.62l00E-04 



































































































TilE: I~ M J t: L E C r RIC P R U PEl{ r v DATA FILE 
























I SOTUPE S WENJiF ICATlCN TEOI>-00-21 
II TYPE MATERIAL, CAST SNTE MANU~ACTURED BY ISOTOPES. 
PRUPt~TY DATA MEASUkiD bY MAf{Tl.N, DECEMBEtc. 196&. 
SE E BEC K. 








U. 253 OOE- 04 
O. 2 82 8 ~E - 04 
O • .H 700E-04 
O.35200E-04 
















O. 11S.1 OE-O 3 






0.207 2lE:'-0 3 



































































































ISOTOPE S IUENTlflCATlON TEDN-00'-2) 
N TYPE MAJERIAl MANUFACTURED BY RCA 
PROPERTY DATA MEASUR6D 8Y RCA, NOVEMBER 19&5. 
SEEBECK 
COEFf I.C IE NT 






-.121 &8t:- 0) 
- • 1 2 8 ZI3E - 0 3 
- & 13480E- 03 
-.14125E-03 























RE 51 STl VlTY 
~H-IN 
0.84000E-03 
0 •• S4'9E-03 




















































































































Table IV-14 (Cont.) 
THE R M GEL E C T RIC PRO P E ~ r y OAT A 
EN (ll ISH UN IT S 









ISUTOPeS ID~NTtfICAT10N TcUN-OO-23 
N TYPE MATERIAL MANUfACTURED BY KCA 
PKU~~RTY DATA MEASURED BY, RCA, NOVEMSER 1965. 
SEE~EC.K 





























F I L E 
fiGURE 









THE R MOE l E C T ~ I C P ~ 0 PER T Y DATA FilE 
MATERIAL SIGE 
I SOfUPE S I.I)ENTIFICAT ION TEDN-00'-238 
N TYPE MATERIAL MANUFACTURED SY RCA. PRCPERTY ~ATA SANE AS TEDN-00-23 DATA 
EXCEPT SEEBECK COEFFICJENf INCREASED 4.2 PERCENT AND RESiSflVITY INCREASED 
11.6 PERCENT fOR FIVE YEAR llff EFFECT, JUNE 1966. 
































































































































































































Table IV-lS (Cant.) 
THE R MOE lEe T RIC P ~ CPt R r Y OAT A F I l E 
MATERIAL SIGE: 
I surOPE S lOENTIF ltAllOr, TEDN-O\l-23B 
N TYPE MATEKlAl MANUFACLJREV BY RCA. PRLPEIHY IlATA SA'''f AS TEUN-OO-ll UATA 
EXCE~T StEBECK CUEFFICl~NT NCREASEU ~.2 PERC~NT AND RESISTIVITY INCREASED 
17.6 PERCENT FOR FIVE YEAR lIFE EFF~(T. JUNE 1966. 
EN Gl 1 SHUN IT S 
SEE 8ECK 
T EMP E~ATURE CUEFF Ie IE NT 
DEG F VlllT/DEG F 
1,OOe - .174, 3E-03 
1550. - • 17121 E- 0] 
1600. - • 16776E-Ol 
1650. - .16425E-03 
1700. -. lb06~E-03 
1750. - .15695E-03 
1ROO. - • 1 531 7E - 03 
.. 
El:jCTRl,CAl 










THERM~ C(lNIlUCT IV TV F IGUR€ 
RTul OF MER n 
FT-HR-UEG F 1/0EG F 
0.22]00E 01 0.41695E-Ol 
Ci .~2tU8E 01 0.41669E-Ol 
0.21500E 01 0.41260E-03 
0.21t17SE C1 0.40926E-Ol 
O.24900E 01 0.40S19E-03 
0.25675E 01 0.4001t2E-Ol 
0.26500E 01 0.19496E-03 
T able IV - HI 




































ISOTOPES IDENTIFICAflCh TEDP-Oo-24 
P TYPE MATERIAL MAHYFACTU~fD BY RCA. 
PROPERTY DATA MEASUREO 8V RCA, NOVEMBER lq6~. 
SEEBECK COEFFICIENT VOL T IOEG F 
0.61250E-04 






























ElIEt TfU CAL 
RE SI~" V lTY 







o ...... 115E-03 


























THERMAl CONDUCT IVlTY 
BTUI 
Fl'-HR-DEG F 































































0 .. 356"7£-03 















Table IV-16 (Cont.) 
THE R HUE LEe T ~ I C P R lJ PER T '( DATA FILE 
MATERIAL SIGE: 
ISOTOPES IDENTIFICATiON TEDP-OO-24 
P TYPE MAfERIAl MANUfACTUReD BY RCA. 
PROPERTY DATA MEASURED 8Y RCA~ NOVEMBER 1965. 
E:NGL ISII UNITS 
THERMAL 
SEEBECK EtECTRICAl CONDUCT IV lTY FIGURE H:MP ERATURE COEFFlCIENr RESlsn V lTV. BTU/ OF MER IT 
OEG F VOL T /DEG F IlH~1 N FT-HR- OEG ~ 1/0EG F 
1550. 0.11t692E-03 O.9750ItE-03 O.254L8E OL 0.35b41E-03 
1600. 0.14900E-OJ O.lOOOOE:-Ol 0.25700E 01 o .15349E-Ol 
Ib50. 0.15103E-03 O.10269E-02 0.2614ge 01 O.iJ4760E-03 






























ISOTOPES IDENTIFICATION TEON-OO-30 
N TYPE MATERIAL NANUFA(TURED BY 3M, MFR. CODE Nu. IN. 
COLD PRESSED AND SlNTERED. 
PROPERTY DATA MEASU~EO BY 3~~ SEPTEMBER 1964. 
SEE ~ECK 
CUE F F I.C lEN T 





























o • 8lt 17 1 E - 0 3 
C.ij9012E-03 
O. 11 5 10 E -0 2 


























o • 18 538 E-O 1 
0.17252E-Ol 
0.16106E-Ol 
O. 1512 2 E-O 1 
O. 14299E-0 1 
O. 13604E-0 1 
O. 130 1 8 E-O 1 
0.12556E-0 1 
O. 12216E-0 1 
0.12001E-iH 













































T H £ R M U E LEe T RIC P R U ~ E k T Y DATA fILE 
MATERIAL PSTE 
ISOTOPES IDENTifICATION TEON-0~-34 
N TYPE MATERIAL MANUfACTUREU BY 3M, ~fR. CCOE NO. LN. COLD PRESSED AND SLNTERED. 
SEt~ELK COtFFICIENT AND ~ESISr'VITY "t~SU~tD BY 3M, QCTOBER 1965. THE~AL 


















































































o • 2 1526 E-O 1 
0.19954E-01 





o. 13604E-0 1 




































r HER MOE l E C f k 1 C PROPERTY D A T A f I L E 
MATERIAL paTE 
ISUTOPtS IDENTifiCATION TEDN-00-35 
N TYP~ MATER~Al MA~UfACTUREO ~y 3M. 2N PRCPEKT~ DATA RECUMMENOEO tly ISUTOPES, 
AUGUST 1969. COLD PRESSED AND ~I.NTEREO. &tE~EC~ COEFFICIENT MEASU~ED BY 3M, 
OClUdER 1965. RE~ISTIVITY AND THERMAL SONDUCTIVITY MEASURED BY 3M, SEPT. 1964. 



























VOL T IDEG C 
-.14252F.-03 
-.14996E-03 














-. 2b641E- 03 
-.2b645E-03 
-. 26450E- 03 
-.20053E-Ol 
-. 25453E- 03 
-.24651E-Ol 
ELECTRICAL 
RE 31 sri 'i. I T Y 
tlHM-CM 
0.1t2i26E-03 
























CUI~DUC T I V IT V' 




O. 23272 E-O 1 





o • 1, 12 2 E-O 1 
o. 14299E-0 1 
O.13604E-01 
o. 1 30 18 E-O 1 
O.12556E-Ol 
0.1221bE-0 1 
0.1200 lE-O 1 




o. 14084E-0 1 
0.l5032E-01 
F I GUR E 
OF MERIT 










































T H t ~ ~ J E LEe T RIC PRO PER T Y [) A T A F I L E 



























MA TERlAl PBTE 
ISOTOPES IDENTIFICATION TEON-DO-51 
~ TYPE ~ATERIAL MANUFACTURED BY 3M! MFR. COUE NO. 3N. 
~RJPE~TY DATA MEASURED 24 SEPTEMBER 1905. 
SEEBECK 
CJEFF Ie IE NT 
VJL T IDEG :: 
- • 10 72 6E - 03 
- .11496E-03 
-.12265F-Ol 







- • 1908 2E - 03 




-. 2l205F.- 03 
- .22441E-03 
- • 2251 OE - 03 
- • 22429E- 01 
- .22211E-03 
-.21856E-03 







































O. 2H32E-O 1 



















F I GJRF 
OF MER IT 
I/DEG C 






















o .·5~:> 23E-03 
O.53578E-03 
Table IV-2l 





























MATERI At PBTE: 
1 SOTOPE S I.OENT IfiCAl ION TEON-OO-52 
N TYPE MATE~IAL HANUfAtTURfO BY 1M, MFR. CODE NO. IN. 
PROPERTY DATA SUPPLIED BY SANOtA, 29 JULY 1968, 
AS MEASURED BY 3M FOR THE SNAP-23 PROGRAM. 
~EEBECK 




- .112] 3E- 0) 
-.12109(:-01 
- .12954E-03 
-. 11152E- 03 
-.14554E-03 
-.15340E-03 
















- .219 06E-03 
ELECTRI.CAL 









































0.1766 ]E-O 1 
o. 111 98 E-O 1 
0.16807E-01 
0.16505E-Ol 
0.16290 E-O 1 
0.16162E-01 



































0.&29 51E-0 3 
0 .. 53010E-Ol 
O.43411E-03 
Table IV-22 
THEKMOElECTRIC PROPE:RTV DATA fILE 

























ISlJl0PES lOENTlFICATIO~ TEDP-OO-40 
P TYPE MATERIAL MANuFACTURED BV 3M! MFR. CODE NO. 2P. 
NA DUPED - CULO RRESiEO AND ~INTtRED. . 
















0.247 49E- 03 







































O. 31645E-0 1 
0.28628E-01 
0.25717E-Ol 










o. 11 el7 6 E-O 1 
0.11255E-01 
0 .. 11 7 11 E-O 1 
0.12336E-01 
O. 1308 1 E-O 1 
O.13947E-Ol 
FIGURE 
























THE R MOE L E C T RIC PROPERTY DATA fiLE 
MATERIAL PBTE 
ISOTOPES LOENTtflCATION TEDP-OO-.4 
p TYP~ MATERIAL MANUfACTUKED HY 3M, MfR. CODE NO. 2P. tOLD PRESSED AND SINTEREO. 
SEEBECK COEFFICIENT AND RESIsrlVITY MEASURED BY 3M, OCTOBER 1965. THERNAL 
CUNDUCTIVITY MEASURED BY 3M, SEPTEM~tR 1964. 
MI: TI<lC UN IT S 
















































O.ft 75UE-0 3 
O.I.~)lE-03 
O.8395SE-03 




















THERMAl CUNDUCT I'~ ITY 
WI CM-DEG C 
0.)7989E-Ol 
O.)4770E-Ol 
O. 3164,E-0 1 
O.l86Z8E-Ol 
0.25711E-Ol 
o. Z 3066E-0 1 
O.20495E-Ol 
O.18064E-Ol 




o. II 7 9 8 E-O 1 
O.1l354E-01 
O. 1LL 11 E-O ~ 
O. LL07bE-0 1 
0.11251E-01 
O. 11 7 11 E-O 1 
O. 1233 b E-O 1 
0.BOBIE-01 
0.13947E-Ol 










































THE ~ ~ 1 f. L F C T k I C PI.nlJf~rv D h T A 
liATFf'thl "lP 
(S!JTnPfS Illt-:NTIF(ChTtrt"l TrI)P-I)I)-~)':I 
PBS'Hf, IJ TY0I:~I\THIAL"'MJtJFh(,TUI{H) i~Y 3\\, ·~rR. cnflF ~'n. lP. 
S~tuf-C< C'lHFfCIFNl "1fhSlIREn flV ~""1 JMWI\I<Y 19c.,~. 























1')7 r; • 
hOO. 
SEE~F.r.K 
CJHF IS I f ~H 
V1L T nr:.r, : 
a. IH(.5 .1r- 04 
f') • ') 62 V.[ - Wt 
O. 1051? F - (n 
t,. 11 0 c:",2 F. - (H 
I) • 11 ~ IJ f,E - Wi 





fl. 171 01[ - n~ 
O. 1 H 11)1F: - (n 
O.1'J567F-r:n 
o • 2 0 ~ HF: - (H 
O.2111t,r--CH 
o .211nF-CH 







,<F 5. ( S TI V I TV 








0.2 OHQOE ~(~ 
cl.21HQ3E-n? 






















o • ) 4 1 1/) '= - II 1 
n.1321'11F-J1 
O. 1 2 f. 0 'l F. -:' 1 









n. 1 ? 01') F. -~Jl 
o. 17C)35 r:-~ 1 
(J.1410C)F-(,l 
J. J 'l3r'1'.E-) 1 
o .? 7 (' 1 r. f -(")'i 
'"' • ~" 1 Fl f - () 1 
~ • '+1 I. r) 1[ - n 3 
r).~51'i5F-~3 
O.()~C?lF--(")3 
" • 77 't 7" E - 0 3 
O.I!1Qt-.2F-03 
o. ~11 r~"r-C'1 
O.llnn~r-o? 
~.1tr.1"r· '2 
o • 1 2 :i 1 I") r. - rp 
,).12171F-r, 
,).1":\106f-02 
o • 1"2 CJ ') 1 F - r! 2 
" • 1 2 't ~ P. r -(' 2 
J.l1h5?E-('I2 





THE R ~ a t L E C T ~ I CPR 0 PER T Y DATA FILE 
MATERIAL 3P 
I ~"'I'!'OPE S WENT IF lCATl ON TfOP-OO-bO 
SE~6ECK cb~~~IEIE~TT~~is~:l5R~¢L3~:-N~:~5I~~E~9:Z.3~~s~~rivtP~EM~~s~~~5 BY 3M, 
CECa Jq~~. THtRMAL CONOUCTIVITY MEAS~REO ON SNAP 11 ELEMENTS BY MARTIN JULY 196b 




























0.8 3b 53E- 04 












o. 2033 7E - 03 




O. 22144E- 03 
0.22le;,~-03 
0.22649E-Ol 





























CO~l)UC T IV ITY 
'141 CM-OEG C 
0.1188i~E-01 
O. 17171E-O 1 
O.168llE-Ol 
0.16380E-Ol 




o .14213E-O 1 
o. 139 15 e-o 1 
O.13608E-Ol 
0.134111:-01 





O. 14'" 7 1 E-O 1 
0.15002E-Ol 








0 .. 1t48"'4E-O] 







































THe R MOE LEe T R ! CPR 0 P t R T Y 0 A , A F I L E 
MATERIAL lP 
ISOTOPES IOENTIFltATION TEDP-00-61 
P~SNTE, P TYPE MATERIAL MA~UFACTUREO BY 3M. MFR. CODE NO. 3P. 
PROPERTY OAf. SUPPLIED SY ~ANDIA. JULY 1968, 
AS MEASURED BY 3M. DECEMBER 1961. 
METRIC UNlfS 


























SEE8EC.K CUEFF IC IE NT 
VOL T IOt~ C 
O. H01SE-04 






























































O. 14~ ObE-O 1 
O. 1429tJE-O 1 
O.14243E-01 
o • 14 1 9 2 E-O 1 
O.11t149E-01 
o • 1412 1 E-i)l 
O. lItl14E-01 
0.14127E-Ol 
O. 14 168 E-O 1 
0 •. 1 It2 3 6E-0 1 
O. lIt15SE-01 
O. 14520E-0 1 
0.1481SE-(U 




o • 18438 E-O 1 
0.19166E-ol 
O. 213 8 8 E-O 1 
f lGURE 




























T H t ~ " 0 E l E C T ~ I C p ~ L P E ~ T Y DATA FILE 
MA TERI Al TAGS 
ISOTOPES lUENTtFICAT1CN lEOP-Oo-lOA 
lAGS P TYPt "AJERIAL MANYFACTUREO BY lSOTor:s. 
P~OPERTY DATA MEASURED IY MARTIN~ 1966. 




















SE E BECK 


















































O. 1556 8 E-O 1 




o. 1596 /t E-O 1 












































THE R M U E lEe T ~ I C PROPErTY D A T A f I l E 


























IS~TOPES IDENTIFIC'TIOh TEUP-0a-21 
P TVPE MATERIAL, CAST SNIE MANUfACTURED BY ISOTOPES. 
PROPERTY DATA MEASURED 8Y MARTIN, DECEMSER 1966. 
seESECK 
COEFF lC IE NT 























E tECT~1 CAL 















O. 696.l4E-O 3 
C.l5038E-03 
O.8043aE-OJ 



















O. 51192 E-o 1 






O. J3968f.-0 1 
O.31621E-Ol 
O.Z9830E-Ol 
o. 28414E-0 I 
0.21253E-Ol 
O.l6311E-O 1 
0.2523 6E-O 1 
FIGURE 

























THERMOE lEe , tt I C PRO PER T Y 0 A , A F I L E 
MATERIAL SIGE 
ISOTOPE S IDL:;n IF ICAT ION TEDN-00'-23 
N TYPE MAtERIAL MA~UFACTURED BY RCA 
PROPERTY DATA MEASURED 8Y RCA. NOVEM8E~ 1965. 
METRIC UNITS 
SEEBECK ElECTRICAL THERMAl F (GURE 
JEMPERUUKE COEFF tc I~ NT RE S'I S 'A V I T Y CONDUCT IV ITY OF MER IT OEG t VOl"OE\i C. Q1i4- M W/tM-OEG C 1/DEG t 
O. -.16551E-0) 0.16461E-02 0.51825E-01 0.a2123E-03 
25. -.11682E-0) 0.16930::-02 0.50971E-01 0.36229E-01 
50. - .18196E-03 0.17~85E-02 0.50 121E-0 1 0.40086E-03 
75. -.19899E-03 0.184))E-02 0.49256E-01 0.43612E-01 
100. - .20990E-03 0.19471E-02 O.48182E-01 0.46762E-0] 
125. -.22010E-03 0.20101E-02 0.41499E-01 0.49520E-03 ] 
150. -.23138':- 03 0.22U4E-02 0.46608E-01 0.51896E-0 3 
115. -. 24195E- J3 0.2315tE-02 0."5108E-01 0.53911E-03 
200. -.25240E-03 0.255"E-02 0.44199E-01 0.55624~-03 
225. -.262bOE-03 o. 275~'; 1E-02 0.43995E-01 0.56878E-03 
250. -.212 58E- 03 0.29732E--02 0.43255E-01 0.51773E-(H 
2. 75. -.28238E-03 o. 32 09ltE -0 2 0.42559E-01 0.58380E-03 
300. -.29201E-03 0.34642E-02 0.41906E-01 o .5081l5E-03 
315. - • 30 1 41E - 03 0.J1.H9E-01 0.41258E-Ol 0.58931E-03 
350. -. n083E-03 0.40301E-02 0.405,)1E-01 0.59099E-03 
315. -.3201)0E-03 0.43438E-02 0.39873E-01 0.59121E-03 
400. -. 32881E- 03 0.46906E-Ol 0.J9332E-01 0.58623E-03 
42.5. -. B1aOE-03 0.1l24JE-02 0.J8190E-01 0.51401E-03 
450. -.34463E-03 0.140"5E-02 o. 3844&E-0 1 0.61160E-03 
415. -. 14862:E- ')} o. i5035E-02 0.38154E-01 0.51881E-03 
500. -.35001E-03 0.5489jE-02 0.31612E-01 0.69262E-03 
525. -.34886E-OJ 0.I4204E-02 0.3l510E-Ol 0.59851E-03 
550. -. 34598E- 03 O. i2 925E--02 O. 31249E-0 1 0.60120E-03 
51~. -.34218E-03 0.51258E-02 0.31013E-01 O.b 19 3 3E- 0 3 
600. -.33928E-03 0.0\91:19E-02 0.16818E-01 O.63624E-Ol 
625. -.33510E-Ol 0.4636IE-02 0.36149E-01 0.66 J. 42E: -03 
650. - • H192E- 03 0.410586-02 0.3616"E-01 0.69597E-03 
015. -.32168E-OJ 0.~0428E-02 O.36754E-Ol 0.1226ilE-03 
700. -.32JObE-03 0.18002E-02 0.16162E-Ol 0.141081:-03 
li5. -.3185JE 03 O.3511t9E-02 0.16918E-01 0.16879E-03 





















Table IV-29 (Cont.) 
THERMOELECTRIC PROPERTY DATA 













I SllTOPE S JDENTlFICArlON TEON-00'-21 
N TYPE MATERIAL MANUFA~TUREO 8~ RCA 
PROPERTY DATA MEASURED 8V RCA~ NOVEMBER 1965.-
SEEBECK CGEFFICIENT 
VOL r IDEG C 
-. 3091t 7E- 03 
-.301t61E-Ol 
- .299:> 7E"OJ 
-.291t35E-03 
-.28896E-Ol 



















CONDut' IV ITY 
lIII/CM-OEG C 
0.37631E-01 
0.18 181E-0 1 
O.38873E-Ol 
o .lcP66E-0 1 
O."0816E-Ol 
o •• 18 71tE-0 1 
0.ltl002E-Ol 
O.1t4200E-01 
o .1t51t69E-O 1 
F I L E 
FIGURE 












THERMOELECTRIC PROPERTY. DATA fiLE 
MATERIAL SIGE 
ISOTOPE S (DENT 'fltA' I ON TEDN-OO-23B 
N TYPE MATERIAL MANUFACTURED BY RCA. PROP.ERTY DATA SAME AS TEDN-00-23 DATA 
EXCEPT SEEBECK COEFFICIENT INCREASED ~.2 PERCENT AND RESISTIViTY INCREASED 



































COEFF Ie IE NT 
VOL T IOEG C 
- .11Z53E-03 
-.18425E-03 




-. 2411 OE-O) 
-.25211E-0) 
-.26301E-0) 





- • 32 } d 8E - 0 3 
-. :H344E-03 
- .3421-I!E-03 






- • 357 18E - 0 3 
-.35353E-03 























































o. 41906tE-0 1 
O.41258E-01 








o • 31 2 49 E-O 1 





0.36 762E-0 L 
O. 36918E-0 1 
fiGURE 



















































'l'able 1'1-30 (Cont.) 
THE R M U E L E C 1 ~ I C P M C PER T Y DATA FILE 
MArEAIAl SIGE 
ISOTOPE S IUENT IFICAT I eN HDN-00-238 
~ TYPE MATERIAL MANUFACTURED B~ RCA. PR~~ERTY DATA S4ME AS TEDN-00-23 DATA 
~XCEPT SttBECK COEFFICIENT INCREASED 4.2 PERCENT AND ~ESISTIVlry INCREASED 
17.6 PEKCENT FOR FIVE YEAR LIFE EFFEtTr JUNE 196b. 





















- .30 110E-0} 
-.29S38E-'J] 



















CONDUCTIVITY OF MERIT 
W/CM-DEG C 1/DEG C 
o • :, 72 1 7 E-O 1 0.12b77E-03 
0.17b31E-01 0.73984E-03 
O.3818lE-01 0.71t839E-0) 
0.1887 }E-O 1 0.7518bE-03 
0.397bbE-01 o .11t9bSE- 03 
0.4081bE-01 0.11t265E-03 
0.41814E-01 0.73112E-03 







































MATERIAL S IGE 
ISOTOPES IO~NTlf~CATLON TEOP-0a-24 
P TYPE MATERIAL MANUFACTURED BY ~CA. 
PROPERTY DATA MEASUR~D 8Y RCA, NOVEMBER 1965. 
SEt:8ECK 
COEFF tc IE NT 































0 .. 25114E-03 
EtECTRLCAl 













































0.540 21E-0 1 
O. 53398E-0 1 
0.52813E-01 
o. 52252E-0 1 
o. 51709E-0 1 
o • 5118) E-o 1 
O. 50661E-O 1 
O. 50149E-0 1 
O. 49640E-0 1 






o .46503E-0 1 
O. 4b015E-0 1 




0.44012 E-O 1 
O. 43118E-0 1 
0.43687E-01 
FIGURE 



















































TRble I\I-31 (Cant.) 
TrlEKMU/:::lECTkIC PRCPcKTY D:\TA 
METK IC U~IIS 
T t,"IP!-:f.l.ATUH.[ 









ISUTOflE5 IUUdHICATLG;\J TEUP-OO-24 
P TYPE MATERIAL ~A~UFACTUKtD BY K(A. 
PRUPERTY DATA MEASUHEU HY KCA. NUVt:MBE~ 1~65. 
SiC 13EC K EUCTklCAl THEkMAl 
COHf Ie IE NT RESISTlIIITY CUNOUCT IV In 
VULT/UElj C uH IJ-C j~ WI CM-DEG " 
" 
O.l5461E-03 0.23197[-02 0.43034E-Ol 
e • l ') 8 2 af:: - 0 :i 0.23714E-02 O. ttJ61 ')\:-01 
O. 2 b 1 9 JE - 03 0.243401:-02 O. 4 .H 6 l t -0 1 
0.2bSJof--03 0.2491 "iE-02 0.44012E-Ol 
0.26B72f-03 0.25':'Q41::-02 0.44551E-Ol 
0.21200[-O~ 0.26 110t-0 2 O.4521BE-Ol 
0.21519E- 'I! 0.261.5JE-02 O. 46l.lUE-0 1 
INSD-7089-1 
IV-39 
F I l E 
fIGURf 
Of ME" IT 
l/DEG C 


























If: I:: I;: lj' ·;mTIjlm~if~Gj riH "'i ~'" t;;·, mdltil Hi m ~t1 I; if 






A series of parametr h: stl1di(';~ were pc dCl/'!; 1I.:t! IItili7.ing th(" 
Isotopes lhcrmoelectrie cot\(' (referellced ill ( il"IJll'r HI and Ref. fi) 
in conjunctioll witb five comhill-tticlI15 of the 1l1.':',IH,d"I:tl'ic properly 
data presented in Chapter IV, Table V-1 SUnJl,i,J I' jh'~j tile indepClld(~'1t 
variables used in the parametric studies for !'i,;..: !n;!i,l';al combir,'ilioLS. 
The five material combinations were selected t (l r'(~jll'e:.;cnt the material 
combinations of I~reatest interest for power pJ'ududi"ll at present. The 
early Isotopes SNAP 19' s 'vere built with 2N and 2P t.hermoelectric 
materials while the Isotopes Nimbus B SNAP 1!J radioiRotope fueled 
generator (RTG) contained 2N and 3P thermoelectric materials. Isotopes 
SNAP 11 RTG' s w,ere built with 2N and 3P the:-'llllf'leclrics as were 
early modules of the SNAP 29 program. Later SNAP 29 modules plus 
the Pioneer SNAP 19' s contain the 2N-TAGS/SlITe material combinations. 
RCA has buUt and tested hardware with SiGe sillce the SNAP lOA program. 
3N and 3P are employed by G. E. in the SNAP 27 rtTG. 
The range in hot junction temperatures was selected to encompass 
the highest and lowest practical operating temperat\lres. The efficiency 
of the thermoelectric device increases as the hol junction temperature 
increases. However along with the increased efficiencies, the material 
degradation normally increases. Therefore the maximum ho. junction 
temperature is obtained through trade-oCrs involving degradation, efficiency, 
heat source temperatu:'e, and life. The minimum hot junction was selected 
to incbde normal end of liCe temperatures (i. e., tempera.tures drop as the 
fuel decays) of RTG' s presently being desigl.ed. In the case of the SiGa 
calculations, the maximum hot junction was s(~lt.:cted to be consistent with 













Summary of :independent Variables in Thermoelectric Calculations 
Property 









3N 13P TEDN-00-52 
TEDP-00-60 
':'LSnTe = .2 
L 




































REPRODucfBILIT-Y OF THE ORIGINAL PAGE IS POOR 
The range of cold junction tClnpcratll['" .... :-;!; sl~kde(l to CnCO!llp<lSS 
practical space HT(~ operating temperatlll'l':" I ,WI!!' (,(.Id jlllldlOlI tellq)l~I'a" 
tures are not iJractical for space RTG' s bCC<!II'" of lal'j..;l~ rauiator rc-
qllirerrents. However in the design of tel' j'c~i rid 1 HTC' s. the cold junction 
may be less thall the range given because of t'ltllJ.l1ced heat transfer to the 
enviro nment and less emphasis on weight (he:lc~ larger heat rejection 
subsystems>. For the PbTe and TAGS matpl' Lds, the highest cold junction 
was sele .... ~~d to indicate the temperature at wL iell thc performance hegins to 
decreQ.se very rapidly resulting in decreaseri specific powers. The upper 
limit of the SiGe cold junction was select~d as an upper limit of the cold 
junction temperature of a SiGe stage in a cascaded system. 
The contact resistivity divided by the element length (CT IL) was 
selected to enable considpration of true contact cffects- as well as material 
property degradation. Thus, the beginning of life performance and normal 
end of life performance can be predicted for practical element lengths 
from O. 10 in -+ 1 inch. The contact resistivity will typically increase 
with time as the thermoelectric device degrades. Beginning of life values 
of CT for each material combination are obtained by comparing hardware 
performance with analytical predictions. The CT IL' hence C T , which cor-
relates the measured power output is used for beginning of life perform-
ance predictions. It is apparent that the contact resistivity calculated 
from experimental performance is dependent on the material property data 
employed. Therefore, applicable material pruperty data must be specUied 
at the same time that a design value of contact resistivity is specified. 
























13eginnil~ of Life 

























*This combination of property data predicts the electrical power at 
CT = -400 .. n/cm
2 but predicts an efficiency lower than SNAP 27. 



















each of the five material combinations. Al~o illdjc'\kd ill Tabl(~ Y-2 is 
the applicable propl~rty data .lllt! the source of th(~ rh ta. 
l'he negative contact resistivity reported for the 2N and 31" thel'mo-
electric material simply indicates that this m:..ttcl'ial combinaFon produces 
more power than theol'cLcally possible when utilizillg the notea property 
data. This negative number does not mean that a physically puzzling 
negative resistance exists at these bonds. The reported negative CT 
implies that the material property data used b inaccurate. 
The total contact resistivity consists of resistance at the hot and 
cold end of each element of the couple. The valte s of the calculated thermo-
electric parameters depends on the distributolJ of the total contact resistance 
in each of the four locations. The hot juncti::)n bond and the p leg bonds have 
traditionally exhibited higher resistance than the cold junction and the n bonds 
respectively. There-fore, in all of these calculations, the distribution of the 
total contact resistivities was allocated as shown below. As new materials 
and/or bonding processes are developed, the allocation of the contact resis-
tivity must be re-examined for accuracy in describing experimental results. 
N hot junction = 5/18 C T 
P hot junction = 10/18 CT 
N cold junction = 1/18 C T 
P cold junction = 2/18 CT 
For the segmented 2N-TAGS/SnTe couple calculations, the hot SnTe 
segiilent length was set at 20% of the total el~ment length. Both the SNAP 29 
couple and the SNAP 19 couple, which were desiglled for a hot junction tempera-
ture of 1050°F, have SnTe segment lengths of ""'20% of the total thermoelectric 
element length. The sole purpose of the SnTe segment is to reduce the maxi-
mum TAGS temperature to an acceptable (i. e., TAGS S 950°F) level while 
allowing the N leg to operate at higher temperatures. The net result is a 
more efficient couple for operation. 
INSD-70nn-l 
V-5 
The calculations "'ere perrorm(~d uUl i/' illg the fixed lcngth-ol'till! izcd 
area option of the thermoelectric coele. The si/;lIificant dependent varialllcs 
calculated are: thermoelectric efficiellcy, po\\'c r para.meter, heat parameter. 
instantaneous open circuit voltage per couple, optimum efficiency load 
voltage per couple and the optimum shape factor ratio. The thcr moeled ric 
efficiency has iJeen defined previously. The power parameter (PL/NA) is 
equal to the gross power per couple (P /N) time::> the clement length divided 
by the sum of the N element plus P element crOl:;S section. The heat parameter 
(QL INA) is equal to the power parameter di\ ided by the ti,ermoelectric effic-
iency but is presented for ease of calculatiol:s. The instantaneous open 
circuit voltage and optimum lead "oltage per couple are necessary to describe 
the voltage characteristics of the thermoelectrics. The final output is the 
optimum diameter ratio (~/Op), where right circular cylinders of equal 
length are assumed. The significance of this term is that ite square is the 
optimum shape factor ratio (equal element lengths) discussed in Chapter III. 
The diameter ratio is used in conjunction with the sum of the element cross 
sections to size each individual element. 
Tables V-3 through V-7 present the results of the thermoelectric 
calculations conducted for this design manual. 
Figures V-I through V-IO present the calculated thermoelectric 
efficiency as a function of hot junction temperature, cold junction temperature 
and CT /L . Note that the efficiency of eaclJ material combiration is presented 
in two figures. The low CT /L are presented on the first graph and the higher 























TABLE V; - 3 












TEO'" -00 - ~~ /rEoP. ao - 44 
oprll'vfUNf /?I"r-ICIlJ:NCI/ OPeRATION , 
C r 
-y-



































e,4~ I. Sf 
7. Z 5" 1.33 
~.41 1.1""-
5. zo • 8tJe. 








So sol • (.14 
5.05 .542 
~oZS I I .""~O 
#.80 
· #08 
~,.38 . .3~0 
~03 
· .3zz. 
..!. ';'1 • Zt;.~ 
t!J. '1.t /.9.3 
7.ge /, C.S 
7,10 I . .I4/-
s:e'l I. I~ 
7. '19 /. ~'1 
7.19 I. ZI 
~.5'~ /.07 
s.s.3 .86,9 
6.,87 .95 1 
~.t?1 .a~ 
s: 7'~ • '1S8 
~ ?C, • '~2S 
S:~O .413 
SolS ,548 
~. r, .~'q~ 












15.0 · ISO 
/./.4- , /Sa 
/~.() ,ISO 
1.3.3 · 1£0 
1/. S- o /Z9 
1/. I .lz9 

















/5. 7 ,lSI 
/3.Q ./~O 
/~.5 ./~O 
1$. Z. ./~o 




0.4- , ,.!~ 
9. 90 
· 1.3C. 
C. ~ L. D~ 
Vo,r.s 
,O9~7 1.03 
' 09~1 1.00 
.09Zt. .98Z 
.0904 • 9S'~ 
.OBle /.00 
.08.51 .984 
.0831 o 9t;,,(, 
.08Z0 
· ~.Io 








.058~- . 9~3 
.lld 1.01 











• C/9z9 , 9"~ 
· 0-1/ ,'3 • ·/~O 
, ()~99 ' 9~8 
· oc~e5 
· 'lce, 
,0788 · 9~::' 
.077(. t :" .. r.1 
, Cl7~8 .9.Jd 







rRBLE. lz: -" (caNT'D) 























8.~0 /. '1S 
7.S~ /. 7~ 
t:-.33 /. 39 
8 . .31. 1.6.6 













~ cae N~ 
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Sample Design Solutions 
This chapter presents three examples of typical uses of the 
thermoelectric calculation parametric results presented in Chapter V. 
These examples represent three ci. the most common requirements of con-
ceptual thermoelectric design. Each is presented by first stating the 
requirement wit"1 the associated grl'mnd rules o!' known parameters. The 
second step consists of selecting independent variables which are not 
specified in the requirements. The rationale behind the selection of the 
independent variables is presented in the first example but not repeated 
in the next two examples where similarity exists. The third step is the 
presentation of a typical calculation used in completing the requirement. 
Finally, a summary of the resultant thermoelectric parameters is presented. 
The three types of examples presented below can briefly be de-
scribed as: 
1. Knowing the power and voltage requirement, design an 
optimum efficiency RTG. 
2. Having an existing heat source and knowing the thermo-
electric material along with the maximum allowable 
operating temperature, design an RTG for maximum power 
at X volts. 
3. Having a defined RTG, determine the performance 
parameters for a fixed thermal iPventory and known cold 
junction temperature. 
Design Sample N ~ 
Requirement: Design the thermoelectric couples of an RTG which will 
produce a beginning of life power of 100 watts at 14 volts when operating 





One of the first considerations in designing an RTG is to select the 
candidate thermoelectric material combination(s). Additional ground rules 
other than the ones stated above must be specified before materials selec-
tion can be made. The R TG environment (i. e., earth orbital, terrestrial, 
lunar surface etc.), heat source technology (i. e., existing design, existing 
technology, or anticipated technology) and mission life must be known. In a 
typical RTG design, the optimum material combination may not be evident 
until conceptual designs for several material combinations have been com-
pleted. The materials can then be selected for compliance with RTG ground 
rules (i. e., maximum efficiency or maximum specific power or design 
simplicity). For the purpose of this example, 2N PbTe in combination with 
TAGS ISnTe was chosen to indicate typical design procedure for one such 
materi,al combination. The property data used for this material combination 
is TEDN-OO-35 and TEDP-lOA-27. 
Parameter Selection 
The design contact resistivity is based on experimental data of a system 
employing the material combinatioi1 of interest. The contact resistivity of an 
operating thermoelectric device is determined through the PL INA parameter. 
The PL INA parameter is calculated by knowing the thermoelectric device design 
(t e., number of couples (N), element length (L) and the cross section of the 
Nand P elements (A), and interconnecting wiring resistance) plus the measured 
electrical power output. The power which appears in the PL IN A parameter is 
the gross electrical power generated by the thermoelectric elements. To obtain 
the gross power output of the operating thermoelectric device, the following 
calculation must be made: 

























where: = Gross electrical power produced by elements (watts(e» 
= Measured (net) power (watts(e» 
= lVleasured current (amps) 
= Measured or calculated interconnecting conductance 
resistance (ohms) 
After determining the PL INA at the measured average hot and cold junction 
temperature, the rmoelectric calculations such as those appearing in Table 
v -3 must be consulted to obtain the CT IL which correlates the experimental 
data. Once the c'r which predicts the experimental data is obtained, per-
formance predictions for other temperatures and T IE designs utilize the 
experimentally basen C1" For 2N and TAGS/SnTe, the SNAP 19 and SNAP 29 
hardware data indicates that a CT ~ 0 should be used in conjunction with 
TEDN-OO-35 and TEDP-10A-27 thermoelectric data to predict the observed 
performance. Therefore CT = 0 will be used in this design example. 
As the hot junction temperature is increased, the Carnot efficiency of 
the device increases (assuming a constant cold junction temperature) resulting 
in a the!'moelectric efficiency increase. Therefore the design hot junction 
temperature of the thermoelectric material is usually maximized consiotent 
with the thermoelectric material stability and heat source compatibility. Long-
life systems will generally be designed at a lower hot junction temperature 
than short-life systems. These sample calculations will be performed fer a 
range of hot junction temperatures to show the implications of variable hot 
Junction temperatures on thermoelectric design. In the final selection of the 
sample RTG design, a hot junction temperature of 1050°F, which is consistent 
with a short RTG life, will be selected to size the T IE elements. 
INSD-7089-1 
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The design cold junction temperature selection is usually based on 
RTG environment and system considerations. The relative' importance of 
maximum efficiency, maximum specific power, and RTG envelope will 
influence the desig:l cold junction temperature. As the cold junction 
temperatur~ is decreased, the Carnot efficiency increases causing a decrease 
in fuel inventory, fuel cost and heat which ffii.lst be rejected to the environ-
ment. However, as the cold junction is lowered the heat rejection tempera-
ture must be lowered. A lower heat rejection temperature necessitates a 
larger heat rejection system which increases the weight of the heat rejection 
system. If maximum efficiency is of prime importance, major emphasis will 
be placed on lowering the cold junction temperature. Howev( .I.', if maximum 
specific power is desired, the increasing weight of the heat. rejection 
system may dictate a higher cold junction temperature. An envelope con-
straint on the RTG heat rejection system will often limit reduction of the 
cold junction temperature. 
A typical procedure foJ.> selecting the design cold junction temperature 
includes performing thermoelectric calculations over a range of cold junction 
temperatures. From the thermoelectric calculations of thermal energy re-
quired by the elements (QT /E) the heat rejection requirements are determined 




= Heat which must be rejected to environment (watts(t» 
= Energy required by the elements to maintain the assumed 
hot and cold junction temperature (watts(t» 























The size and weight of the heat rejection system which meets the above 
requirements must be determined. The weight of the heat rejection system 
is then added to the heat source. thermoelectric conversion assembly, plus 
any other weights to obtain the total RTG weight. From the RTG weight, the 
specific power of the RTG can be determined as a function of the cold junction 
temperature. Final cold junction temperature selection can be based on system 
design goals such as those mentioned above. 
In the design example presented, the cold junction temperature has been 
varied from 200°F up to 500°F, The T!E parameters requir~d as input in 
determining system weight are also presented (i. e., number and size of couples 
plus required thermal energy), System weights will not be determined in this 
example due to the detail required to obtain realistic values. However based 
on past work with an earth orbital RTG which required maximum specific power, 
a cold junction temperature of 400°F is typical and will be selected for this 
example. Typical terrestrial generators will have much lower cold junction 
temperatur~s ( ..... 200°F or lower) because of: 1) less emphasis on specific power, 
2) emphasis on fuel costs, and 3) enhanced heat reje, .. ~tion capability, 
The significant geometry factor in thermoelectric element sizing is L I A, 
Two approaches which can be taken to design the elements are: 
1) Select element length and then solve for optimum element 
CI'OSS section (element diameter for cylindrical elements) 
2) Select element cross section (diameter) and solve for the optimum 
length. 
The a.pproach taken in this sample is to assum~ a cylindrical element length 
(both elements of the same length for mechanical design simplicity) and then 
sobe for the element diameters. The element length selection affects the 
weight of the T IE module and the resultant heat flux required from the 
heat source and which must be rejected by the heat rejection hardware. 
Compatibility of the heat source and heat rejection subsystem must therefore 
INSD-70::9-1 
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be evaluated in f=lelecting an element length. For the purpose of this design 
exa.mple, an- element length of 0.5 inches will be used. 
Typical Calculation 
The voltage of an RTG is directly proportional to the number of 
couples placed in series in the electrical circuit. 
(Eq. VI-3) 
where: 
v s = Voltage of RTG (volts) 
NS = Number of couples in series 
V C = Load voltage p~r c0uple (volts) 
For a given RTG voltage requirement (in our case 14 volts at maximum 
efficiency) the number of couples in series is obtained by utilizing the calculated 
voltage per couple at maximum T IE efficiency (function of hot and cold junction 
temperature). The total nunb er of couples in the RTG is obtained by multiplying 
the above number of couples in series times the number of parallel circuits. 
where: 
N = Number of couples in RTG 
Np = "umbel' of parallel circuits. 
(Eq. VI-4) 
Parallel circuits provide redundancy in the electrical circuit. Therefore, thE' 
number of parallel circuits selected for a given RTG design is dependent on the 
system reliability goal. For the purpose of this example, two parallel circuits 
will be considered. The top portion of Fig. VI-l shows the number of couples 
required for a series parallel geneI'ator to produce 14 volts when operating at 
peak efficiency load voltage. It can be seen that the number of required couples 
increases as the hot junction temperature is decreased and the cold junction 
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(i. e., 1050°11') and cold junction temperature (i. e., 400°F), the required 
number of couples is seen to be 314. Therefore this RTG must have 157 pairs 
of thermoelectric couples in series. 
The instantaneous open circuit voltage of the RTG is 
determined by: 
(Eq. VI- 5) 
where: EO = R TG open circuit voltage 
EOC = Open circuit voltage per couple 
NS = 1 j7 for the assumed TH = 1050°F and T C = 400°F 
From Table 3, the value of EOC is 0.154 volts. The resultant instantaneous 
open cir~uit voltage of the RTG is 24.2 volts. 
The electrical power output of a thermoelectric device is directly 
proportional to the number of couples, couple cross section and inversely 
proportional to the element length. For constant hot junction temperature, 
cold junction temperature and C T IL' the expression for power output at 
optimum efficiency load voltage is: 
where: 
P = C 1 NAIL (Eq. VI-6) 
= Unic;Iue constant for fixed T H , T C ' CT IL' and shape factor 
ratlo 
A = Cross sectior. of the Nelement plus the P element 
Solving for C 1 yields: 
C 1 = :~ (TH , T C ' CT IL) (Eq. VI-7) 
Substitution of Eq. VI-7 into Eq. VI-6 yields the following expression for 
gross power output of a thermoelectric device. 























The value of PL/NA (TH, TC' CT 11) as a function of the independent variables 
iE' calculated by the Isotopes thermoelectric code and is presented in tabular 
form in Tables V-3 through V-7 for several of the most often used material 
combinations. The shape factor ratio (presented in this ca.se in terms of 
diameter ratio) associated with the above thermoelectric performance para-
meter is also presented in Tables V-3 through V-7. 
The couple cross sectional area required to produce a given power can 
be determined by solving Eq. VI-B for element area and substituting the 
known factors in the expressi.on: 
1 
(Eq. VI-9) 
Since the power calculated by the Isotopes ~rmoelectric code only 
considers the thermoelectric elements, the net power of the RTG is obtained 
by subtracting the extraneous Joule heating power loss (See Eq. VI-l) frc.·m 
the gross power. When deAigning an RTG to meet a specified net power level, 
Joule heating power loss must be considered. For the purpose of a ~onceptual 
design, the Joule losses are usually expressed as a fraction of the gross power 
(or net power). Prudent d~ ... ign of the electrical circuit usually yields a Joule 
heating loss of 5 .... 15% of the gross power. 
The magnitude of this factor is affected by the weight goals of the RTG. 
If a terres~rial generator is being designed where weight is not critical, 
larger interconnecting straps will be used resulting in lower losses. However, 
in a space RTG where the weight and specific power are very important, the 
conductors might be sized to maximize the specific power resulting in lower 
weight connectors (i. e., higher losses). The factor which is assumed for 
the purposes of a c.onceptual design must be compared with the predicted 
losses when the complete electrical circuit is design(~d in detail. Adjustments 
in the gross power level or thermoelectric element sizing may be required 
to obtain a net electrical power which is compatible with the required net 
RTG power. 
In this design example, a factor of 100/0 will be used yielding the 
following: 
P = PN + .1P (Eq. VI-10) 
Solution of P and substitution of 100 watts as the net power design value 
yields a gross power requirement of 111 watts. 
The acidition of the extraneous resistance in the RTG changes the 
E-I characteristics by an effective increase in the internal resistance of 
the R TG. The resultant change in the E - I characteristics can change the 
optimum loal.! {oltage per couple. Previous Isotopes experience utilizing an 
option in the Isotope thermoelectric code, which generates the E - I 
characteristics of a fixed geometry thermoelectric design, indicates that 
the shift in optimum efficiency load voltage is small for reasonable values 
of extraneous resistance. 'l'hArefore t}-.e gross optimum load voltage is 
considered adequate for conceptual design purposes. This means that the 
number of couples determined through the gross optimum load voltage is 
adequate for conceptual designs which consider typical extraneous resistance 
(up to 20% of the elements resistance). 
Substitution of the gross power requir.ement and the assumed element 
length into Eq. VI- 9 yields: 
A = 55. 5 watt- in. (Eq. VI-11) 
N 
Since the nuniJ er of couples required to produce 14 volts is <.\lso a function 
of the hot and cold junction temperature as shown in Fig. VI -1, the expression 
for couple cress section becomes: 
A = 55.5 watts- in. -.. -






















In most practical cases. the elements are right circular c,j"Unders and 
therefore cylinders will be assumed in this example. Since A is the sum 
of the cross section of the N element and the P element, solutio;'l of the 
P element diameter in terms of the total cross E:ection and the diameter 
ratio (1. e., thermoelectric calculations output DN IDp) required for opiimum 
efficiency yields: 
4A 1/2 
1I'~:>DN~)2 + Il 
,Dp , 
_' .J / 
'- ' 
(Eq. VI-13) 





N D p 
(Eq •. VI-14) 
-
The center portion of Fig. VI-l shows the N element and P element 
diameters required to produce a gross power of 111 watts at 14 volts. For 
° a typical design point of 1050 F hot jUllctior.. temperature and 400°F cold 
junction temperature, Op :I 0.211 inches and DN = 0.310 inches me~t the 
design constraints. 
In order to integrate the thermoelectric couples into the RTG system, 
the thermcd energy required to maintain the assumed tel!1peratures (or 
produce the desired power) must be known. This is obtained by dividing the 




where: QT /E :I Thermal energy which must enter the thermoelectric 
elements (watts(t» 
7) • Thermoelectric efficiency 
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A second expressim: for determining the thermal energy required by the 
elements can be obtained by substituting Eq. VI-8 into Eq. VI-15 as shown: 
NA 
L (Eq. VI-16) 
Fur convenience of calculation, a thermoelectric perforIIll nce parameter 5.s 







The QL INA parameter is included in the tabulated thermoelectric data pre-
sented in Tables V - 3 through V -7. 
The lower portion of Fig. VI-1 shows the thermal energy required by 
the th~rmoelectric elements to produce the 111 watts of gross power as a 
function of the design hot and cold junction temperatures. From this figure, 
the advantages of a high hot junction temperature are apparent. The tradeoffs of 
operating temper8.tUle versus fuel requirement are seen or.. this figure. For 
the sample design point we are considering (TH = 1050°F, TC = 400°F) the 
required thermal energy for the elements is 1350 watts(t». 
The total thermal energy which must be: placed in the heat source 
is obtained by adding the parasitic heat losses to the above determined element 
requirement. Detailed heat losses can only be determined aft~r the mechanical 
design of the RTG is defined since heat losses are highly configuration de-
pendent. However, in conceptual designs where a.n order of magnitude of 
heat source fuel inventory is desired, an estimate of heat losses can be useful 
in designing the heat source. Typical heat loss factors for RTG' s range from 






















this example, the total hc~at source thermal inventory would be 1590 watts(t). 
The system efficiency is ~hen found by dividing the net power output by the 







"1590 = 6.290/0 (Eq. Y"I-18) 
Table VI-1 presents a summary of the thermal and electrical 
characteristics of the hypothetical RTG used in this design example. 
TABLE VI-l 
Summary of Design Sampe No. 1 R TG Thermal and J<~lectrical Characteristics 
Optimize for Power and Weight 
Materials 
Net Power (watts(e) 
Gross Power (watts (e» 
Load Volta.ge (volts) 
Instantaneous Open Circuit (volts) 
Optimum Efficiency Load Voltage 
Series Parallel Circuitry 
Hot Junction Temperature (OF) 
Cold Junction Temperature (OF) 







Number of Couples 314 
Element Length (in) O. 5 
Length SnTe (in. ) O. 1 
Element Diameter 
N Element (in) 0.31 
P Element (in) 0.211 
Thermal Energy to Elements (watts(t» 1350 
Assumed Thermal Losses (watts(t» 240 
Heat Source Thermal Inventory (watts(t» 1590 
RTG System Efficiency (0/0) 6.29 
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Design Sample No.2 
Requirement: Design a 2N PbTe and TAGS/SnTe RTG which will utilize an 
existing 1500 watt(t) heat source. The RTG will be operated at maximum 
efficiency load voltage and the design hot junction temperature shall be 
1050°F. The thermoelectrics should be designed to produce maximum 
power at 14 volts. 
Approach: The design of this RTG is approached througb a heat balance on 
the cold junction terr.-perature. After selecting a design cold junction tempera-
ture based on heat rejection capability, the required number of couples and 
the shape factor (L/A) can be determined through the thermoelectric calcu-
lation tabulation. The element cross sectional area and length are selected 
to be consistent with the lateral surf::\.ce area of the heat source to be employed 
in the RTG. 
To perform the heat balance on the cold junction temperature requires 
the knowledge of the system heat rejection capatility as a function of cold 
junction temperature. The purpose of this design example is to show the 
thermoelectric calculations and the method of integrating the thermoelectric 
couples into the RTG system. Therefore the cold junction at whim a heat 
balance occurs "'lIill be assumed without looking at an actual heat rejection 
subsystem. 
Compatibility of the elements cross sectional area with the lateral 
surface area of the heat source is a.lso required for a design example of this 
type. A conceptual design with layouts is required to establish this com-
patibility. In this example, a compatible element cross section will be 
assumed to show a typical design approach. 
Material Selc-:tion: The thermoelectric material has been specified as 2N 
PbTe and TAGS/SnTe. As noted in the first design example, the material 



















thermoelectric calculations are those tabulated in Table V - 5. 
Parameter Selection 
A design contact resistivity of 0, hence CT /L = 0, will be used 
in this ~xample. The basis of this selection was given under example 1. 
When the materials under consideration require a CT ether than 0 to 
correlate the experimental performance, the parametric study must 
consider the variable CT /L as the element length is varied. However the 
basic approach to designing the R TG is not altered- - -only the number of 
calculations are increased. 
In this example the design hot junction temperature has been specified 
to be 1050°F. The considerations which must be evaluated in selecting a hot 
junction temperature are discussed under design· example 1. 
The design cold junction temperature will be defined by the heat 
rejection capability of the RTG. The heat rejection requirement is equal to 
the total heat source thermal inventory minus the electrical energy generated 
by the th ·moelectric ele~nts. 
(Eq. VI-1S) 
where: 
QHS = Heat source the rmal inventory. 
As can be seen from this expression, the final h~at rejection requirement can 
not be determined until the net power is known. However, the net power is 
S..lcn a small portion (",,5-10%) of the total thermal inventory that the un-
certainties in determining the power output do not significantly influence the 
heat rejection requirement (or cold junction temperature). The design cold 
junction temperature is the temperature at which the heat rejection capability 
equals the heat rejection requirement. 
The gross power output of a thermoelectric device is equal to the 








T) TIE • Thermoelectric efficiency as a function of cold 
junction at l050°F hot junction temperature and CT IL = O. 
QT IE = Heat entering the thermoelectric elements. 
The amount of heat entering the thermoelectric elements is obtained by 
subtracting the parasitic heat losses from the total heat source fuel inventory. 
(Eq. VI-20) 
The heat losses in an R TG are dependent on the configuration and temperature 
distribution. At this stage of an RTG design neither the configuration or 
temperature distribution are known. Therefore the heat losses must be 
handled parametrically until a conceptual deilign is developed resulting in the 
heat losses being determitled. As discussed in design example I, typical 
RTG's will have heat losses from 50/0 to 30% of the total fuel inventory. Sub-
stitution of Eq. VI-20 into Eq. VI-19 yields an expression of gross power in 
terms of the thermoelectric efficiency and the heat losses. 
Design example number 1 discussed the approach to obtaining the net 
power output fro:n the gross power output. If a Joule loss of 10% of the 
total gross power is again assumed, the net power output of a thermoelectri~ 
device is given below: 
PN O. 9 f~~~) J (Eq. VI-21) 
The top half of Fig. VI-2 shows the resultant net power output for cold 
junction temperature from 200°F to 500°1<' parametric in heat losses. In 






















Substitution of Eq. VI-21 into Eq. VI-In yields the following expression 





Qrej = QHS ' 1 - .9 Y/ +.9 11 QL (Eq. VI-22) I TIE I TIE L .J 
The bottom half of Fig. VI-2 shows the heat rejection requirement as a 
function of cold junction and heat losses. This figure shows that the heat 
rejection requirement is not significantly influenced by the two variables. As 
mentioned earlier, the heat rejection capability is now required as a function 
of cold junction temperature in order to complete this heat balance. For the 
purpose of this example a heat rejection capability of 1385 watts(t) at 300°F 
cold junction ten),perature will be assumed resulting in a 300°F cold junction 
temperature if the heat losses are 150 watts(t). The 300°F cold junction tempera-
ture will be assumed at this time until the conceptual design is completed. 
An iteration on cold junction temperature may be necessary after the conceptual 
design is developed because of heat loss variations which alter the heat rejection 
requirement slightly. As mentioned before Fig. VI-2 indicates that a large 
error in heat loss estimate will not significantly alter the resultant cold 
junct:i.on temperature. 
Aft~r the cold junction temperature is defined, the number of couples 
required to produce 14 volts at optimum load voltage is determined as in 
Design example No. 1. A3sum~ng series parallel circuitry, the required number 
determined from Fig. VI-1 is 280 couples. 
The insta ntaneous open circuit voltage is also determined in the Jame 
manner as discussed in Design Example No.1. In this example the instantalieous 
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The shape factor (AIL) of the thermoelectric elements can be 





NA i . QL I. N NA 
(Eq. VI-23) 
QL is determined at T H = 1050°F, TC = 300°F an,J CT IL = O. 
NA 
The elements cross section is inversely proportional to the element length 
as shown in Fig. VI-3 for several values of heat losses. The element 
diameters are determined fr'1m the cross section and the optimum diameter 
ratio CON lOp) at these temperatures as discussed in Example No. 1. At this 
stage of the R TG design, a conceptual design layout of the thermoelectric 
element cross section which is compatible with the heat source is required. 
However for the purpose of thi3 design example, an area of 0.07 in. 2 is as-
sumed to be compatible with the heat source area. The element diameters which 
are compatible with this element area (ON lOp = 1.43) are ON = .245 inches and 
Op = O. 171 inches. 
Since the number and diameters of the elements are known, the heat 
losses of the conceptual design can be calculated as a function of element 
length (i. e., thermal insulation thickness). The element length at which the 
calculated heat losses equals the allowed heat losses represents a heat balance 
at the hot junction and defines the element length. The heat losses determined 
ir. this calculation must then be compared to the heat losses assumed in es-
tablishing the cold junction temperature. Any significant differences in the 
heat losses w ill necessitate an iteration on cold junction temperature. For the 
purpose of this example an element length of 0.330 inches and a heat loss of 
150 watts(t) will be assumed representing a convergence of the iterations on 
RTG design. Now that a convergence on the cold junction temperature has been 
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attained, referral to the top half of Fig. VI-2 indicates that the net power out- ' 
put is 115 watts(e). The resultant system efficiency for this RTG is 7.67%. 
The gross power produced by the thermoelectrics elements is 128 watts(e) 
allowing IV 13 watts(e) loss for Joule heating. 
Table VI-2 presents a summary of the characteristics of the RTG designed 
for Design Sample 2. 
TABLE VI-2 
Summary of Design Sample No. 2 RTG Thermal and Electrical Characteristics 





Instantaneous Open Circuit Voltage 
Hot Junction Temperature 
Cold Junction Temperature 







Thermal Energy to Elemen~s 
Heat Losses (assumed) 




2N PbTe and TAGS /SnTe 
115 watts(e) 
128 watts( e, 
14 volts 
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Design Sample No.3 
Requirements: For the RTG design described below predict the hot junction 
temperature, electrical power output, load voltage and instantaneous open 
circuit voltage for a fuel inventory of 550 watts(t). Assume that the load 
voltage will be set for optimum efficiency. 
Material 
Number of couple:s 
Series-Parallel Circuitry 
L=0.4in. 
LSnTe = O. Oil 0 in. 
~ 2 0.28 in. 
0p 2 0.20 in. 
2N PbTe-TAGS/SnTe 
90 
Cold junction temperature : 300°F 
Heat Losses are expressed as Q L = . 2 W /oF (T H - T C) 
Extraneous wiring resista.nce 2 .05 ohms 
Approach: The solution to this example is approached through a heat balance 
performed at the thermoelectric hot junction. The heat balance is used to 
determine the hot junction temperature which is consistent with fuel inventory. 
After determining the hot junction temperature, the load voltage, instantaneous 
open circuit voltage and gross power are obtaintld through the thermoelectric 
calculations presented in Table V-5. The net power outpu~ of the RTG is then 
obtained by subtracting the Joule heating losses from the gross power. 
Parameter Selection: 
} 
The material properties recommended for these materials was previously i 
established as TEON-OO-35 and TEDP-IOA-27. Therefore the thermoelectric 





A design contact resistivity of 0 was also established in design 
example No. 1 and will bt:: used in this example. Therefore a CT IL of 0 
will be used. 
Typical Calculation: 
The heat balance at the hot junction is performed by equating the 
heat delivered by the he~t source to the heat which enters the thE'!rmoelectric 
elements plus the parasitic heat whl~h bypasses the elements: 
(Eq. VI-24) 
The heat which enters the thermoelectric elements was shown in Eq. VI-17 
in terms of the thermoelectric d('sign characteristics (1. e., number of elements, 
length of elements, and elements cross section) plus the calculated heat 
parameters (QL/NA). In this RTG, the heat losses nave previously been 
determined as a function of hot and cold junction temperature as presented in 
the ground rLlles for this example. Substitution of these functions into Eq. VI-24 
yields the following expression: 
_ NA QL " QHS - ~ NA (TH,TC'CT / L ) + .2 WI F 
r- -j 
TH - TC: (Eq. VI-25) 
For the 300°F cold jU~lction tempen .. ture and subsii!t.ttion of the know values, 
Eq. VI-25 becomes: 
2 
_
QL_ (T T 550 W = 0.9 in H' C = 300°F, 
NA 
(Eq. VI-26) 
CT /L • 0) + . 2W /'FfH- T g 
The solution to this energy balance is obtained g:""aphically by plotting the right 
side of the equation VB the hot junction temperature. 
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Figure IV·4 shows the results of that heat balance and indicates that 
the heat balance occurs at a hot junction temperature of e5RoF. At this tempera-
ture the heat losseF: are 13~ watts(t) lea ·'ing 418 watts( t) to enter the thermo-
electric elements. The use£.lllness of this graphical solution is obvious for 
rapid evaluation of other thermal inventories (such as + fueling toleranceE;). 
The gross power output is defined by multiplying the thermoelectric efficiency 
times the heat entering the elements as defined in Eq. VI-15 of design example 
No.1. The therm'.:>electric efficiency is determined from Fig. V - 5 of Chapter 5 
to be 8.80% at a hot junction temperature of 958°F. Therefore the gross power 
output is 37 watts(e). The gross load voltage is obtained through Eq. VI-3 
of design sample No. 1 after the load voltage per couple is determinp.d. A cross 
plot of the data presented in Table V-5 indicates that a load voltage of "*. 0883 
volts is consistent with optimum load operation at 958°F hot junction tempera-
ture. The resultant load voltage is 3.97 volts and the gross current is 9.32 
amps. The instantaneous open circuit volta be is obtained in the same manner 
to be 6.76 volts. 
The net power output of the above example is obtained by subtracting the 
extraneous l03ses from the gross power. The actual load voltage which yields 
optimum load voltage can only be determined by constructing an E·I charac-
teristic with the extraneous losses considered in the computer model. As dis-
cussed earlier the optimum load voltage changes very little with the additional 
extraneous losses. Therefore in development of conceptual designs the assump-
tion that the load voltage does not change (i. e., equal to1he above determirled 
gross value) is adequate. After assuming an unchanged optimum load voltage, 
the resultant current is determined by considering the extraneous resistance as 
internal resistance in the RTG. The resu1'.ant expression for net power is: 



















PN = v S I 
R. 
1 (Eq. VI-27) 
where: V S = Optimum load voltage (assumed equal to the optimum 
gros s volta ge) - (V olts) 
= Gross curren~ - (amps) I 
R. 
1 
= Internal resistance of the thermoelectric couples - (0) 
RE = Extraneous resistance - (0 ) 
The internal resistance of the thermoelectric couples is obtained from Eq. VI-28. 
R. = 
1 
E - V 
o S 
= 
6. '76 - 3.97 
9.32 
= .2990 (Eq. VI-28) 
I 
Substitutionof Ri and the given RE into Eq. VI-27 yields a net power of 
31. 7 watts(e) as shown below: 
PN = (3.97 V) (9.32 a) [ 
.2990 -"T 
- ! = 31. 7 watts(e) 
.2990 + .050: 
- -
(Eq. VI-29) 
The system efficiency for this R TG is 5. 760/0. 
A summary of the calculated RTG thermoelectric performance for a thermal 
inventory of 550 watts is presented below in Table VI-3. 
TABLE VI-3 
Summary of RTG Performance for Design Sample No.3 
Fixed QHS in a Known RTG 
Material 2N PbTe and TAGS/SnTe 
Gross Power 37.0 watts(e) 
Extraneous Resistance . 05 ohms 
Net Power 31.7 watts(e) 
Load Voltage 3. 97 volts 
Instantaneous Open Circuit Voltage 6.76 volts 
Hot Junction Temperature 958 (OF) 
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TABLE VI-3 (Cont.) 
Number of Couples 







Thermal Energy to Elements 
Heat Losses 
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